GUE Fundamentals - part 2

“Complete the original dive ninja course”

Course Overview
The GUE Fundamentals course is the gateway into all GUE
training. It is designed to cultivate the essential techniques
required for all good diving practices, irrespective of level or
environment. It will help both the recreational diver to advance
his or her basic diving skills and the more experienced diver to
prepare for more technical dives.
The GUE Fundamentals class is split into two, with part 1
introducing basic skills and equipment and part 2 refining the
teamwork and environmental awareness necessary to conduct
safe and fun dives. This class is perfect for anyone seeking
control and finesse in the underwater world.
Skills
Having mastered your part 1 skills, the part 2 class focuses
on teamwork, communication and problem solving skills.
Safety specific skills such as out-of-gas, valve drills and smb
deployment are drilled until proficiency is gained. The next
step is to take these skills into a dynamic setting, with students
building their comfort during multi-stop descent and ascents.
The last day of this class is usually conducted at the Poor
Knights Islands, allowing students to practise and hone their
skills in a real world setting.
Your Instructor
Jamie Obern is New Zealand’s only GUE instructor and has
been teaching GUE classes since 2009. He has been involved
with GUE since 2005 and is a passionate advocate for GUE in
New Zealand. As well as running GUE classes Jamie is also
actively involved in GUE projects, both in New Zealand and
overseas.

Course details
- Time commitment: 3 days
- No. of dives: 4 dives
- Pre-reqs: GUE Fundamentals - part 1
- Student to Instructor ratio: Max 4:1

- Equipment req’d: Standard GUE equipment configuration. Please contact us
for more details.
- Qualification limits: 18m, no decompression, EANx32
- Cost: $550 excl. gear, $650 incl. gear. Plus cert. fees paid directly to GUE and
boat fees paid directly to charter operator.
- Equipment hire: All specialist equipment req’d for this course is available for hire.
Please contact us for details
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